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Although failure probabilities of several components have been dramatically reduced so far, it is still
difficult to meet the required reliability in the safety-critical applications such as Nuclear Power Plant (NPP).
Most of the components of which successful operation on demand is a crucial factor of safety are in
standby states. Generally it is very difficult to detect the failure of standby components since their
operation status cannot be observed. Periodic testing is currently the only mean to cope with this
uncertainty. In this paper, a concept of a monitoring method for standby safety components is proposed in
order to guarantee their integrity
The proposed method basically operates the target component for the final decision of failure. However,
for this approach, we should solve some problems: the time for component operation in certain signal, the
independence from the other working parts during the operation for diagnosis, and the surveillance test
interval. To solve these problems, the proposed method is composed with direct and indirect inspection
methods. Furthermore, to show the effectiveness of proposed monitoring method, sensitivity analysis
according to the surveillance test interval was conducted.

1. Introduction
After the Fukushima nuclear accident, the importance of nuclear power plant safety has been further
emphasized, internationally. Therefore, to improve the safety of nuclear power plants, diverse passive
cooling systems are being proposed. However, all passive systems are not identical. It can be divided into
4 categories (IAEA-TECDOC-626, 1991). Among them, most of passive residual heat removal systems
belong to category D, meaning they have active initiation and passive execution characteristics. In other
words, they still have active characteristics which are signal inputs, eternal power source, and mechanical
movement. Among these active characteristics, mechanical movement was identified as the crucial factor
for the successful operation of the system through Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA).
The representing mechanical part for the passive system is Mower Operated Valve (MOV) and the check
valve. Varieties of passive systems which include such valve are presented (IAEA-TECDOC-1624, 2009).
These valves isolate the passive system from the operating region during the normal situation. However,
when an accident occurs, it connects a new path to remove heat. For this reason, in order to build a
greatly reliable passive system, normal functioning of such a valve should be guaranteed. However, the
soundness of these valves can only be examined during the specific period due to interference to the
operating region and limitation of accessibility. It is difficult to guarantee the performance of its functions
through this inspection method. In this paper, as a solution to this problem, a concept of monitoring
method for standby safety components is proposed.
In section 2, basic approaching concept of proposed monitoring method will be described. In section 3,
general monitoring methods and their characteristics will be presented. Section 4 proposes an effective
logic that combines the characteristics introduced in section 3. Finally, in section 5, the proposed method
will be analysed in mathematical way.
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As shown in figure 5, by adopting proposed monitoring method, component unavailability can be reduced
significantly. In case of a MOV which was inspected for each 3 months (2160 hr), component unavailability
was 0.012. However, the unavailability of this component can be lowered to 0.008 and 0.006 when
Com=0.5 and 0.75, respectively. Moreover, the mean unavailability can be further reduced through
shortening the ̴ܶ௧ up to 40 days. Whereas, in case of Com=1, mean unavailability simply increased
through shortening the ̴ܶ௧ . Since the analysis results is obtained from the ideal assumption that the
accuracy of OM signal is perfect, performing of RT just raiseோ் ሺݐሻ. From this figure followings are learned:
extending COM with high accuracy is the best way, but if wide COM is not obtained, the total unavailability
can be improved by optimal ̴ܶ௧

6. Conclusion
In this paper, the efficient way to improve the component reliability was proposed by combining the Online
Monitoring (OM) and Running Test (RT). By utilizing OM to RT, some portion of faults in a component
could be detected without any interference to original function. To improve the component reliability,
detecting all causes of failure by OM with high accuracy is the best way. However, when COM is low, it can
be supported by optimal ̴ܶ௧ . To make the proposed monitoring method applicable, proper techniques
which can inspect a component without movement are need to be studied further.
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